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INTRODUCTION: something happen and how bad will it be? Likelihood
can be viewed as a frequency or a probability and has

A review of the last decade and a half reveals that the implicit and explicit units such as events per unit time
nuclear power industry, world wide, has devoted or per demand. Hazard, by contrast, consists of all the
increased attention to the concepts of reactor risk, bad things that can happen such as fatalities per event,
probabilistic risk assessment (PRA), and cost benefit dollars worth of corn contaminated, or populace
analyses. Millions of dollars have been spent by the anxiety generated. We immediately sense the
industry and by regulatory agencies on studies of problem. Hazard has no explicit, common dimension
specific plants, research into severe accident behavior, or unit of measure. In fact, many of the hazards
and the development of national risk goals. appear to have largely subjective aspects. If we are to

have a global representation of risk we need to
In the United States, there is a major effort underway address both of these issues, we need a common unit
to evaluate each operating nuclear plant using PRA of measure and a way to deal with the subjective or
and the latest information on severe accident behavior. perceived risk elements.
This effort constitutes a search for "outliers" or
vulnerabilities which may be profitably addressed by Global risk, for our purposes will not include
changes to plant design or operation. The question, secondary economic effects, utility economic impacts,
then, immediately arises: "How much is it reasonable or diffuse costs resulting from regulatory reactions to
to spend on this particular "outlier?" The answer to events. These risk components are real, of some
this question, in each case, calls for some systematic importance, and may be included in later model
vehicle for evaluating the worth of risk reduction. In developments. For the time being, however, we
turn, this calls for some means to look at all aspects of restrict ourselves to:
risk using a common yardstick or unit of measure.

1. the risk to the public of a variety of health
A review of past practices in such evaluations leads effects
one directly to the classical cost benefit analyses which
rarely use any guideline more comprehensive than the 2. the risk to the public of direct economic loss
old $1000 per person-rem. The real costs of the TMI such as land interdiction, crop loss,
accident point to a need for a more realistic treatment. decontamination costs
The BoPhal accident, the Chernobyl accident, and the
Exxon Valdez accident highlight risk aspects 3. the perceptual, not physically manifest, risks
previously not explored in detail and further support which most often make themselves felt
the postulate that a better method is mandated by through litigation.
history.

Risk, consisting of the two basic parts, likelihood and
hazard, may be defined in a number of ways. There

DEFINITION OF RISK: are those who prefer to define risk as the combination
of hazard and likelihood without providing a

It is widely accepted that societal risk, as a quantity, is mathematical relationship to define the combination
composed of two separate components. These are process. We believe that our society actually treats
likelihood and hazard. In other words; how often will risk as the multiplicative combination of the two parts
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- the product of likelihood and hazard. As a accidents.
consequence, that definition will be employed in this
work. The last element is property loss. Again, we treat the

real and the perceived aspects. The real loss value is
estimated from the U. S. industry's IDCOR work and

EXAMINATION OF RISK ELEMENTS: the perceived aspect is, at this time, only a rough
estimate covering what might happen in the courts

The first element to be considered is likelihood (or relative to such damages.
probability or frequency). For almost all of this work,
the relevant numerical values will be available from
PRA models of specific plants. Thus, the frequency of DEVELOPMENT OF THE RISK EQUATION:
a given hazard element in a given context should be
available from previous work. We can now turn to the development of a risk

equation which will combine all of the elements cited
The second element to be considered is one of the above, in both real and perceived aspects, and which
hazards, public health effects. These can be broken will relate them all in terms of our common unit of
down along historical lines into: early fatalities, acute measure.
injuries, and latent effects. Each of these needs to be
considered in turn. Moreover, for the first time, we Recall that risk is defined as the product of hazard
will identify the common denominator for hazard and likelihood. We can write this as R = P x H where
elements to be employed in this work. We will use R is risk, P is probability (likelihood) and H is hazard.
the U. S. dollar. Recall that we will derive the P term directly from a

plant's PRA work. We can then concentrate of
We propose to set the worth of one fatality at the formulating an algorithm for H.
value of the life insurance carried by an average
individual. This is a real risk component in that the
"aggregate individual" has made a quantitative Define:
statement about the worth of a life. However, our
definition of risk and treatment of risk would not be H = global hazard
complete without dealing with the perceived risk r person-rem
element as well. Shortly after the BoPhal event, the air d number of fatalities
was full of lawyers flying to India to help the local c real worth of a fatality
population arrive at a de-facto quantification of the q perceived worth of a fatality
perceived worth of a life. The perceived worth of an x probability that c is the correct value
early fatality is defined as a value representative of m = probability that q is the correct value
what the courts might hand out in settlement over and I number of acute injuries
above any insurance payments. We treat these two e the worth of an injury
sub-elements as being directly additive. y probability that e is the correct value

f perceived health costs
The next element, acute injuries, is usually associated w probability that f is the correct value
with substantive trauma. As such, it is viewed as k real property loss
having only a real component with quantitative values h perceived property loss
assigned by the level of health insurance carried. We z probability that h is the corrct value
acknowledge the "grief and anguish" aspects of this
issue and assign these to the next element, latent We note that k, real property loss, is actually a
effects. (It usually takes a while for the victim to distribution with a magnitude and probability
realize just how grief stricken or anguish ridden he or component derived directly from the plant PRA We
she is and how much the comforting will cost.) also note that each of the other terms really represents

a distribution with conditional probabilities associated
Latent effects cover a host of items including: real with each value. Our equation for H may, however,
effects such as latent carcinoma and perceived effects be written, on a mean value basis, as:

such as that noted above. This element is treated by H - 10W* + d*(c*x+q*m) + *e*y + f*w + k + hz
using the traditional $1000 per person rem for the real
component and by treating the perceived part using a
distribution of values centered around the values of This is our definition of global hazard. It represents a
legal settlements obtained after TMI and other conditional hazard since it is a function of the specific
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accident being considered and the probability of that come from PRA work directly. If it does not,
accident. The next step in this process is to a general model may be developed from
summarize the derivation of the data employed with sources such as the IDCOR program work.
this equation. The IDCOR work was used to derive a

composite PWR curve, for example, as shown
in figure 3.

INITIAL DATA DEVELOPMENT:

The data needed to quantitatively address each term SAMPLE APPLICATION-
in the equation above were initially developed as
described below. It is expected that these efforts will Let us perform a simple calculation using only mean
be subject to significant refinement as time goes on. or central estimate values for a U. S. plant, a 4 loop

PWR. The accident sequence selected is a station
1. r, Person-rem; The distribution for person-rem blackout with a total loss of auxiliary feedwater. The

will be derived directly from the PRA work probability (P) of this event occurring at this plant is
for each plant. 2E-7 per year from a previous PRA. Using the

distributions derived earlier, we can set the mean
2. d, Fatalities; The distribution for the number values for each variable as follows:

of fatalities will come directly from the PRA
for each plant. r 2E6 person-rem with a conditional probability

of 0.01 from the PRA
3. cx, Real worth of a fatality; The pertinent d 0 fatalities with a conditional probability of 1.0

information was derived from the 1985 Life from the PRA
Insurance Fact Book Update pt out by the c, q, x, and m are immaterial
American Council of Life Insurance. Figure 1 70 injuries with a conditional probability of
shows that data. We have shifted the data to 0.01 from the PRA
account for trends to 1990 and get a mean e 4E5 dollars
value of $60,000. y 8E-2

f 60 million dollars
4. qm, Perceived worth of a fatality; The rule of W 0.35

thumb employed is that the settlement is k 2E7 dollars
expected to roughly correspond to the likely h 2E8 dollars
future income of the deceased had death not z 0.35
occurred. The values derived stem from
census data on income histories as a function The resulting value of H is 1138 dollars per event at
of age and from actuarial tables. This allows this plant. Recall that the risk equation is R = P x H
the development of a distribution of future and that the sequence probability was noted earlier.
income with a mean of 627,000. Therefore,

5. 1, Number of acute injuries; The distribution R = 2E-7)-(lE8)
will come from the PRA work on a given
plant. R = 20 per year, as the worth of the risk from

this event.
6. ey, Worth of an injury; Census and health

insurance data going back to 1980 are used to Clearly, we will not justify great plant changes aimed
derive a distribution having a mean of at coping with this accident sequence. One can
$400,900 in maximum benefits. Figure 2 "differentiate" the curves, or the distributions, to get
shows the actual data distribution. some feel for how much change would be needed to

impact these conclusions. Doing so leads to the
7. fw, Perceived health costs; The estimates of conclusion that it will be difficult to find many

alleged judicial and out-of-court settlements sequences warranting significant expenditures for
paid out in the wake of the TMI accident are enhancements. This conclusion has been substantiated
used to estimate a distribution. The central by the recently completed PRA for this plant.
estimate of this distribution is 60 million.

8. k, Real property loss; This distribution may
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CONCLUSIONS:
PROBABILITY

A new concept for examining societal risk has been 0.2
developed. It affords great flexibility in reviewing
decisions and in assessing options for the nuclear
industry. The model encompasses both the real and
perceived risk components of risk and provides a
common basis for assessing all of the disparate
elements of risk. The potential for expansion to areas
other than nuclear power exists. It is expected that the
distributions, and even the sources of data, will change
as time goes on and as the model is expanded to cover
different geographic areas.
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